
*Our patented system algorithm avoids false alarms when walking through the system.
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Zero False Alarm* 58 KHz Acoustomagnetic EAS 

 Your Partner in Profit



Pencil Tag 
Our standard acoustomagnetic Pencil hard 
tag for large passage widths, with magnetic 

super-Lock locking mechanism for improved 

security.  

The tag is smaller and lighter than most 

hard tags on the market but due to its 

optimized ferrite technology it offers extended exit 

widths.  

Compared to resonator tags and labels the 

possible exit width is about 20% larger. Used 

on the same exit width, this gives a log of reserve. 

Even in environments with much noise. 

Acoustomagnetic 

component: Precisely tuned to 

58 kHz ferrite  

Compatible with all SuperLock detachers. 

Length: 1.9"
Weight: 9 g  

Standard colors: white, black or gray 

Art. Codes: 

TAGPEN58-GS = grey 

TAGPEN58-BS =  black 

TAGPEN58-WS = white 

This tag is also available in RF 8.2 MHz 

TAGPEN8.2-GS = grey 

TAGPEN8.2-BS =  black 

TAGPEN8.2-WS = white 

Can be used with “garment friendly” polished 

smooth pins or for maximum protection and 

even higher security with grooved pins.   

Pins in boxes a'1000 pcs. 

PIN F   

PIN-F-G  

PIN D  

PIN-D-G 

= Pin Flat Smooth 

= Pin Flat Grooved  

= Dome Grooved Pin  

= Pin Dome Grooved 

P01 / 19S For thicker materials i.e. shoes, Leather etc.

 Your Partner in Profit



Super Pencil Tag 
Acoustomagnetic hardtag for largest passage 
widths, with magnetic SuperLock locking 
mechanism for improved security.  

The tag uses our largest and strongest ferrite 

rod and thus reaches Exit width of 3-5 m 

between antennas.  

Compared to resonator tags and labels the 

possible exit width is about 50% larger. Super 

pencil is an excellent choice for the use with 

floor systems. Detection height reaches levels like 

a normal verti-cal antenna.   

Acoustomagnetic 

component: Precisely tuned to 

58 kHz ferrite  

Compatible with all SuperLock detachers. 

Length: 2.3"
Weight: 14 g  

Standard colors: white, black or gray 

Product Codes:

TAG-PENS 58-GS = grey 

TAG-PENS 58-BS =   black 

TAG-PENS 58-WS =  white 

This tag is also available in RF 8.2 MHz 

TAG-PENS 8.2-GS = grey 

TAG-PENS 8.2-BS =  black 

TAG-PENS 8.2-WS = white 

Can be used with “garment friendly” polished 

smooth pins or for maximum protection and 

even higher security with grooved pins.   

Pins in boxes a'1000 pcs. 

PIN F   

PIN-F-G  

PIN D  

PIN-D-G 

P01 / 19S 

= Pin Flat Smooth 

= Pin Flat Grooved  

= Dome Grooved Pin  

= Pin Dome Grooved (grooved) 

= Pin Flat 19mm for thicker materials, i.e. 
shoes, Leather etc.

 Your Partner in Profit



Micro Pencil Tag 
Our smallest acoustomagnetic Pencil hard tag 

for regular passage widths.  Magnetic superLock 

locking mechanism for improved security.  The 

tag is one of the smallest in the market but 

due to its optimized ferrite technology it offers 

same exit width like the much larger resonator 

tags at about half the size of its competitors.  

Acoustomagnetic component: 

Precisely tuned to 58 kHz ferrite  

Compatible with all SuperLock detachers. 

Length: 41.9 mm 

Weight: 8 g  

Standard colors: white, black or gray 

Art. Codes: 

TAG-MPEN 58-GS = grey 

TAG-MPEN 58-BS =  black 

TAG-MPEN 58-WS = white 

This tag is also available in RF 8.2 MHz 

TAG-MPEN 8.2-GS = grey 

TAG-MPEN 8.2-BS =  black 

TAG-MPEN 8.2-WS = white 

Can be used with “garment friendly” polished 

smooth pins or for maximum protection and 

even higher security with grooved pins.   

Pins in boxes a'1000 pcs. 

PIN F   

PIN-F-G  

PIN D  

PIN-D-G 

= Pin Flat Smooth 

= Pin Flat Grooved  

= Dome Grooved Pin  

= Pin Dome Grooved (grooved) 

P01 / 19S = Pin Flat 19mm for thicker materials 

i.e. shoes, Leather etc

 Your Partner in Profit




